
THE POWER & GLORY OF PLATONIC DIALOGUE 

In Book One of his A1emorabilia, Xenophon reports Socrates conYersing \vith the 

sophist Antiphon. Towards the end of their comrersation, Socrates speaks of sharing 
wisdom with one's friends: 

... just as someone else takes pleasure in a good horse or dog 
or bird, so I take even more pleasure in my good friends, and 
should I possess anything good I teach it, and I recommend 
my friends to others from whom I believe they \vill receive 
some benefit regarding \'Utue. And the treasures of the wise 
men of old that they have left written down in books, 
unfolding the scrolls, I carefully go through them in common 
with my friends; and should we see anything good, we single 
it out, and we consider it great gain should \Ve [thus] become 
helpful to one another. (1.6.14) 

Xenophon comments: ''\Vhen I heard these things, he certainly seemed to me a 
supremely happy man and someone to conduct those heeding him into a good and noble 
life." Xenophon's testimony to the ,·alue of books in their relation to friends is striking, 
gi\·en his upright character and worldly competence-a man fully capable of successfully 
leading others in the grimmest of life and death circumstances. He must have had rather 
special books in mind. 

\Vhat, then, is im,olved in reading Plato's dialogues together as friends, carefully 
turning their pages, seeking out the treasures that hmre been written down by a wise man of 
old? What ought 1.ve be after? What \voul<l Plato ha\·e us find? \Vhat would he ha\'e happen, as 
the result of our reading? The ans\ver to such questions cannot be straightforward, but the 
dialogue form of Plato's writings-graciously and thankfully-makes unm·oidable our 
consciousness of what it means to read them. Looked at a little more carefully, they also 
make unavoidable the question of what it means to speak, ,-1:rite, or read in the name of 

philosophy, and-from another angle-they encourage meditation on what it means to 
speak, read, or write at all. To presume that we already know what a dialogue is for, \vhat 
philosophical speech really aims at, and what we should be getting out of reading Plato, is 

therefore to ignore, perhaps even to violate what I shall be suggesting to you are Plato's wise 
and manifold purposes. In particular, your single greatest practical failing as readers of 

Platonic dialogue \vill regularly be the assumption that you can remain spectators of its 
dialectical drama, disinterested onlookers, that you can remain aloof from its proceedings to 

pick and choose among the thoughts you imagine the drama to be presenting to you. Your 
single greatest theoretical failing \Vill regularly be to suppose that you know the nature of the 

philosophical life. I do not doubt that Plato both understood and allO\ved for the fact that 
many people would easily make both these sorts of mistake, each in his O\vn way, but that 

should not lessen your resolve to be counted among the readers he most wished for. 
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Tonight I want to assemble some reminders to help stop you falling short of Plato's 
potential friendship. I hope to do that, principally by recalling hO\v thoroughly strange the 
dialogues are and by reflecting a little on why that might be. From the n:ry start, therefore, 
you can see that my speech \Vill be far more practical and erotic, i.e., aimed at nudging your 
habits and ideals, than it \Vill be doctrinal and theoretic-which is to say, aimed at informing 
you of something. Jn this respect, my speech about Platonic dialogue reduplicates the 
central character of the dialogues themselves. 

A few procedural obsetTations. First, my main design is to present a vie\v of Plato 
and his philosophical activity, rather than to justify my interpretation of them. I confine 
myself to presentation, partly because of ti.me, but mostly because I think justification comes 
up as a serious question only after one is convinced that something is interesting enough to 
warrant that sort of effort-should circumstances require. It is the interest I would like to 
pro,-oke first. My second note is a confession. Although much of \vhat follO\vs could be 
called methodological, I often find myself impatient and ungenerous with such reflections, 
with abstract worries about how one ought to do things instead of getting on with doing 
them. Methodology, critique, and meta-theory tend to be airy and undisciplined, they lend 
themsefres to indecisi,-e, apparently endless bickering, they e:acourage an odious sort of 
intellectual smugness, and their attention to matters of form is frequently at the cost of 
return to the concrete content (whose understanding they were originally supposed to serve). 
N e\-ertheless, any serious \vell-directed \vork does need orientation, does need some 
understanding of what it's about, and this is especially important for those who have only 

just begun. In philosophical matters, the Delphic injunction to know oneself looms as large 
over Socrates as it does over Kant, notwithstanding their disagreements over how best to 
fulfill the responsibility. It seems, therefore, one must at some point or other run the risks 
of transcendental narcissism for the sake of self-knowledge. Third, some of the topics I 
shall explore \Vill sound like nriations on the familiar, perhaps eYen tired old Straussian 
themes of esotericism, noble lies, persecution of philosophy, and the rest. But not e\·eryone 
here has heard these important refrains. I intend to repeat my \Trsions of a few of them 

eloquently and incisively, along with a couple of riffs I hope no one has heard before. I 
deliberately refer to "my \'ersions" of these refrains because I disagree with an underlying 
assumption commonly at work in their interpretation: that philosophy is by nature politically 
alienated and must therefore exercise a condescending accommodation, compelled by 
necessity, to the city and to ordinary human life. Some of my reasons for this deep 
disagreement are \VOYen into \vhat follows, though I do not make them thematic. One last 

introductory word. I shall not hesitate-rather shamelessly perhaps-to speak on 

philosophy's behalf. By my acknowledging this presumption in advance, you can at least see 
that I appreciate what might be questionable about my immodesty. 

THE ODDITIES OF PLATONIC DIALOGUE 

A moment ago I hinted that there is something important in the very fact of Platonic 

dialogues, something that goes beyond and maybe even upsets the conventional meanings 
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typically associated with philosophy books and their academic study. This needs to be made 
explicit. 

PU.TONIC ANONYi\IITY. The dialogues arc fully dramatic, i.e., they portray logoi in 
action and deeds of speech but never disembodied assertions. This form is unusual and was 
noted by Aristotle near the beginning of the Poetics, \vhere he speaks of "the Socratic 
conversation,'' classing it together \vith the mimes of Sophron and his son Xenarchus 
(1447b10). Sophron was a fifth-century Syracusan writer, reputedly admired by Plato. His 
mimes were dramatic renderings in \'erse of everyday people, designed to be revelatory of 
their characters. Plato's dialogues are either directly performed, simply narrated, or narrated 
within a performed frame, but in all cases not a \vord is said in Plato's own voice, except the 

titles. The dialogues not directly performed permit external comment by their narrators, but 
there is neYer-unlike the passage from Xenophon with \vhich I began-any authorial 
comment from Plato himself. 

In this respect, the Platonic corpus is like the body of Shakespeare's plays. Just as \Ve 
must wonder exactly how far Prospero, for example, can be taken to speak for the Tempest's 
author, or I Iamlet or Lear, so too must we wonder hO\v far Socrates or Parmcnides or the 
Eleatic Stranger or Timaeus or the Athenian Stranger can be taken to speak for Plato. This 
question was known to Diogenes Laertius in the third century A.D., though many 
contemporary readers seem to have forgotten it. Despite the unremitting anonymity, 
hO\vever, it must be added that the dialogues are known to be Plato's and were circulated 
from the start under his authorship. We arc therefore meant to notice that the dialogues 
contain no direct word of Plato's O\vn. He addresses us, but he does not declare himself. 
Ancient rumours of secret Academic teachings notwithstanding, in his own time Plato was 
just as reticent about his ultimate insights and purposes, providing almost no other clues but 
the dialogues themseh'es. They are like "the lord, \vhose oracle is at Delphi,'' that "neither 
reveals nor conceals, but gives a sign" (Heraklcitos, Frag. 93) and, like the sibyl herself, '\vith 
ra\·ing lips, uttering things unlaughable, unbeautiful, and unperfumed, they reach \Vith their 

\"oice across a thousand years, because of the god" (cf. Herakleitos, Frag. 92). So, Plato 
whispers an intriguing name into our ears-Phaedms (\vhom e\·eryonc knows to be very 
beautiful), Theaetetm (whom everyone knmvs to be very clever), Af eno (whom everyone knows 
to be very bad); either such names or sometimes a provocative title-Socrates' Defense Speech, 
An Intimate Drinking Par!J, Cizilized Order, Reg11lations,-then he draws the curtain back, to 
disappear, not off-stage but behind the masks, bringing life to each and every one of his 

drama/is personae-the personae Platoms. 

LOGICAL DERANGEMENT. The god-inspired oracle at Delphi uttered things 
"unlaughable, unbeautiful, and unperfumed," the very same qualities we meet with in Plato's 

oracular dialogues. Before fully realizing that strange fact, an experienced and competent 
reader might well approach the dialogues assuming that philosophy is meant to be or at least 

ought to include the art of telling, insightful speeches, that a philosopher's discourse should 
be more accurate, more illuminating, more comprehensive, and more self-conscious than 

any of our other ways of talking. Plato's dialogues, ho\vc\•er, present quite a different face, 

despite their being finished works and despite how plainly philosophy is their centre of 
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gra,·ity. Individually and as a whole they are, at first sight, if not a conceptual chaos at least a 
tangle of conflicting and unrcsoh'ed accounts, often at cross-purposes with one another, and 
sometimes in ways their speakers seem not even to appreciate, let alone understand. I list 
the most ob,·ious features. 

Many of the dialogues are aporetic, i.e., they lose their way and never seem to find it 
again, no matter how serious the resoh·e with \vhich they began. One tends to get used to 
this, but the failure of comfortable closure~,·cn in the manifestly great works, such as the 
Rep11b/ic-reliably irritates any classroom of first-time readers; as, indeed, it should. Some of 

the dialogues that seem more doctrinally committed, more like "proper" philosophy, e.g., 
Parmenides, Sophist, are experienced by many competent readers, at least initially, as rather 

boring through much of their length, occasionally to the point of unreadability. A good 
handful of dialogues hardly seem like dialogues at all, if "dialogue" be understood as an 
earnest effort at inquiry in common. At crucial points in almost all of them, the 

philosophical argument relics on images and metaphor, conwntionally the tools of poetry. 
Worse still, poetry itself seems regularly to be denounced, while nonetheless used 

throughout. fa·en writing itself is declared some sort of mistake. Also at crucial points, the 
speech will sometimes turn with utter logical seriousness to myth, to what are acknowledged 
within the com·ersation as fanciful talcs (Repuhlzi.~ Gorgias, Phaedo, Phaednd). And yet, all these 
myths and images rub cheek by jowl with the most abstruse forms of technical 
argumentation and intricately developed analyses, sometimes lasting for pages and 
pages-pages that cause painful conceptual squinting, e,·en for the most discursi,·ely facile 

of readers. Yet again, logical precision can at almost any moment gi,·e \vay to outrageous 
fallacy, blatant non-sequitur, and shameless ad hominem attack. Occasionally, the whole show 
seems a logical farce-as in the Crary/11s, the E11th)'demm, and parts of the Protagoras for 
example-yet everyone in the dialogue keeps a completely straight face. There seems to be 
no overall plan to the dialogues as a totality; one more or less would not seem to ruin their 

effect, and there is no single dialogue that might count as their culmination or key. 
Nevertheless, many are linked dramatically \vith one another, both temporally and topically. 
Worse still, some topics seem to be treated inconsistently across different dialogues, and 
worse again, the topical coherence of individual dialogues has seemed to many readers to 
lea,•e much to be desired (Rep11blzi.· and Phaedms have gi,·en this impression for centuries). 

Neither can one help but wonder at the apparent naivete with which the interlocutors so 
often proceed, only infrequently stopping to "define their terms"-as \VC like to say--often 
plainly making large and questionable assumptions, sometimes agreeing not to pursue deeper 

investigations, and so on, all the while talking about precision and whether we really know 

what we think we know, how different knowledge and opinion are from one another, and 

what indispensable value there is in self-knowledge. 

Finally, as if it were not sufficient that \VC never hear directly what Plato himself 

thinks, the character of Socrates-clearly a protagonist, though not for that reason 

equinlcnt to Plato-is depicted \vithin the dialogical drama as notorious for hir irony. Let 

me say straightaway, ho,ve,·cr, that Socrates' irony docs not mean that he isn't serious in 

what he does say or that he says the opposite of what he thinks, either for amusement or 
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social co1wenience. Socrates' irony is that he kno\vingly ne,·er says all that he has in mind, 
and that he will on occasion knowingly let his speeches and his deeds contradict one 

another, both in the present and across dramatic time. Plato's irony is similar, if not 
identical, in spirit. It is an irony that Aristotle described as "graceful and generous," an 
a,·oidance of pretension, especially in matters that are "unclear and apt to cause no small 
impediment" (Nicomachean Ethics 1127b22-31). 

In sum, the logical or account-gi,·ing, truth-telling face o f the dialogues presents a 
confusing, sprawling, eclectic, thoroughly unsystematic gallimaufry of irritatingly teasing 

hints at philosophical depth and meaning. Beware of becoming blind to this obtrusive fact. 
Everyone has heard that the whole of Western philosophy is nothing but footnotes to Plato, 
so the dialogues must be magnificently crafted speeches. Right? Well, they are, but not in 
the way you might expect. Their ,·cry ugliness, their rebarbati,·e outward appearance is itself 
a manifestation of the greatest craft. It is great, because we haYe all-by which I mean all 
serious readers since Plato wrote-kept coming back in amazement and expectation to these 
astonishingly ugly things. You \vill often hear it said that Plato is a master stylist, and indeed 
he is. He is a master stylist because he can and regularly does with facility and com·iction 
imitate eYeryone else perfectly, from Aristophanes' humour, to Gorgias's nai\·e urbanity, 

from Lysias's oratory to Protagoras's logic, from Hippias's vanity to Alkibiades' disarmingly 
attractiYe hubris. Yet the dialogues themselves remain lopsided, ungainly, "unbeautiful and 
unperfumed." They are nothing that we expect, either as ordinary readers or as readers with 
m ore sophisticated views about the nature and tasks of philosophy. Plato's intensely ironic 

dialogues, then, are just like the ironic Socrates, \Vhom Alkibiades describes for us in the 
Symposium. Completely ugly on the outside- short, snub-nosed, goggle-eyed-yet 
nonetheless suffused with a hidden harmony. Like the Silenus figures Alkibiades goes on to 
mention, the dialogues are cleverly contrived statuettes, ugly satyrs of undisguised desire on 

the outside but on the inside filled with images of gods. Alkibiades saw the gods in Socrates, 
but on account of his hubris tic ambition to command Socrates' eros, he failed to make those 

gods his own. Like\visc, the reader of Platonic dialogues must abandon the urge to possess. 
Blundering, thoughtless lonrs, groping after the satisfaction of their O\Vn, preconceived 

lusts, \Vill get nowhere. 

THE ABSENCE OF :tl!ATURE PHILOSOPHY. Socrates seems to be a sort of 
conversational vulture, always hanging around to see if he can tum the carrion of ordinary 

conversation into a philosophical feast. More particularly, he seems to be a sort of psychic 
vampire as well, circling around all the promising young men, always whispering with some 

one or a few of them off in a corner, as Kallikles fo r example accuses him in the Gorgias. In 
both cases the hope and promise seem ne,·er fulfilled. There is simply no Platonic dialogue 

between two mature philosophers; Zeno and Parmenides happen to be present together with 
an immature Socrates in the Parmenides, while the mature Socrates is present but does not 

engage the Eleatic Stranger in the Sophisl and Stalesman. As for any dialogue that acti,·ely 
engages truly potential philosophers, one might look to the Republic but Plato's dialogues 

furnish no clue as to the later fate of either Glaucon or Adeimantus, while in the case of the 
Parmenides, the promising Socrates is for the m ost part an onlooker-though he is 
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undoubtedly educated both by what he sees and by the brief exchange that crushes his 

fledgling account of Ideas. It is fair to say overall, then, that while Socrates is forever 
interested in getting philosophy going and that as a mature philosopher he is clearly superior 
to all those he actively questions, \Ve ne\'er really see philosophic conversation underway in 
full sail, top-gallants flying. Moreover, this omission is explicitly brought to our attention in 
the Sophist, whose intriguing prologue leads the eager reader to expect a third dialogue 
Philosopher once Sophist and Statesman arc done. The apparent promise, however, remains 
unfulfilled. There ne\'er was such a dialogue published, and we are provoked to wonder if it 

ever could have been written. We are also invited to think about why sophist and statesman 
should be the topics to eclipse so bright a sun as that. 

The common spectacle of the Platonic dialogues is at least the deferral of fully 
realized philosophy and more often than not the outright failure of philosophy even to show 
signs of a healthy beginning. On the other hand, Plato himself is standing somewhere 

beyond that absence and failure, a position he underlines for us by \vriting himself out of a 
scene in which everyone would most have expected him to appear-and where he was no 
doubt present in fact-namely Socrates' swan-song and death, the scene that Plato 

dramatized in the Phaedo. Whate\'er else, therefore, that Plato takes his own philosophizing 
to be, it cannot be what is represented in the drama of his dialogues. In particular, philosophy 
as Plato means it to be understood cannot be a simple equivalent to "Socratic conversation." 

I mean that last assertion to be a little shocking. The dialogues are often thought to 
be mirrors or representations of real, li,·ing communications, or at least of some idealized 
version of foring, philosophic communication. i\foreover, this mirror image is by itself 
somehow supposed to dra\v us too into the same sort of living communication, as if the 
imitation became the deed in us by our seeing it. But Plato did not seek to encode the living 
communication of philosophy by imitating it via the drama that is constructed in and as the 

dialogue. This is worth stating bluntly: Plato did not write dialogues because he thought that 
the proper form of philosophy \Vas the Socratic flim-flam that takes up so much of them. 

The dialogues are designed to make up for the fact that Plato cannot be here to talk with us 
as he would most desire. They are the monological half of a philosophical communication 
that must compensate for the fact that one of the interlocutors, perhaps the wisest one, is 
absent. The dialogue is first and foremost a logos, Plato's logos. That it is dramatic and so 

on, is all internal to the fact of its having been written dO\vn and published as an artfully 
contrived speech by one man to the entire world. 

This does not sit well with a common contemporary view that there is nothing else 
that should emerge from Socratic inquiry except more Socratic inquiry, that the full, mature 

form of philosophy--disappointingly but somehow only accidentally missing from the 
dialogues-would be a conversation between Socrates and his equal in logical refutation. To 

cut a very long and depressing story short, current intellectual orthodoxy claims that the best 

reasons available to human beings are ahvays and in principle immanent to the contingent 
circumstances of their inquiries, that our deepest thoughts cannot but be fully conditioned 

by tradition and circumstance in \vays that make them inevitably finite and parochial, that all 

insight can never be more than a single perspective, a point of vie'v taken from within a 
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limited horizon. This posture has the following peculiar result: to the extent that there is 
nothing absolute available in the contingent play of opinions, to that extent it starts to seem 
absolutely better to be able to refute an opinion than to assert or maintain it. Human life on 
the practical le\Tl no doubt calls for provisionally acceptable conclusions, but on the 
philosophical or theoretical level all assertions turn out to depend on the critically 
complacent failure to have discovered their refutations, \vhich if not around today surely will 
be tomorrow--or so the fallibilist predicts and insists with alarmingly fanatical, not to say 
incoherent conviction. It thus also follows that the theoretically open mind ought to be an 

empty mind, a mind fortified with a sturdy arsenal of techniques for preventing any opinion 

from lodging within it. To ha\'e any opinion at all is to risk the embarrassing accusation of 
intellectual naivete. Whatever its own merits, this is not the view represented by Plato's 
Socrates or his dialogues. Although Socrates claims to lack \visdom-in the teeth of the fact 
that no one, either inside or outside the dialogues, belie\·es him when he does so-it is still 

\visdom that he loves, not the lack of it. Contemporary critical thinkers love the lack, and 
this tempts them into making a fetish of transcendental detachment and to indulge an 
infinite, unfalsifiable suspicion for what Socrates in the Apology calls his "human wisdom" 
and \vhich elsewhere turns out to be the science, note that word, the science of erotics. 

There is, hmvever, a more substantial point of comparison. Although both Socrates 
and the contemporary critical thinker agree that most people are unhelpfully opinionated 
(which is by no means the same as to say that all their opinions are \vrong), the critical 
thinker imagines that the fitting response is to work hard on disinterested mind-skills for 
keeping all tempting beliefs up in the air, for keeping the naivete of commitment at arm's 
length. For Socrates, on the other hand, the fact that most people are opinionated is a much 
deeper, murkier problem, tied up \vith what souls most deeply want and what they most 
deeply fear they can't get. The examination of genuine opinions, i.e., the deep-seated 
convictions you ha,·e about what is true, good, and beautiful, the com·ictions \vhose belief is 
not a matter of choice, the examination of those sorts of opinions is a far more delicate 
matter than testing for reasonableness----e,·en if self-styled logicians kne\v precisely what that 

really is, which they obviously don't. I say that so confidently because I have never yet heard 
of a logician helping anyone understand Plato, or Hegel, or Nietzsche, for example-all of 
whom I take to be entirely reasonable thinkers. They haven't done much for Aristotle either. 
Plato makes the need for something else especially clear by having his Socrates talk about 
two unusual and hitherto unrecognized arts: psychic midwifery in the Theaetetus and 

philosophical rhetoric in the Phaedms. The reader is also meant, of course, to notice how 

often those same arts are portrayed at \vork throughout the dialogues, both by the characters 
and by Plato himself. Philosophical inquiry turns out to be a far more complex acti,·ity than 

tying people in argumentative knots or never being at a loss for a clever or merely correct 
reply. It includes a moral, soul-tending dimension that pays attention to pedagogical, 

rhetorical, ethical, and political matters as well, in addition to the surface dimensions oflogic, 

analytic technique, and epistemic responsibility. 

TRA...:"JSITION. I have briefly considered Plato's artfully contri\·ed anonymity, the 

constant baffling of our logical expectations, and the dramatic absence of philosophy in a 
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mature form. These obsenrations, together with the phenomena of irony, both Platonic and 

Socratic, plus a glimpse into certain soul-tending arts, all point to the partially hidden yet 
systematically intrusive presence of philosophizing in a more complex, shadowy form than 
Socrates' public \vrestling matches or the Eleatic Stranger's diacritical gymnastics. Plato 
speaks through indirection and means to indicate that philosophy cannot and ought not to 

speak as straight as one might at first suppose. This initially unsettling conclusion finds 
several well-known echoes in the Platonic epistles. "There is no composition by Plato, nor 
will there e,·er be one, but those now said to be his belong to a Socrates grown young and 
beautiful" (314c). And then in a great and famous passage from the Seventh Letter. 

But this much I can certainly declare concerning all these 
writers, or prospective writers, who claim to know the 
subjects which I seriously study, whether as hearers of mine 
or of other teachers, or from their own discoveries; it is 
impossible, in my judgment at least, that these men should 
understand anything about this subject. There does not exist, 
nor will there e\·er exist, any treatise of mine dealing 
therewith. For it does not admit of verbal expression like 
other studies, but, as a result of continued application to the 
subject itself and communion therewith, it is brought to birth 
in the soul of a sudden, as light that is kindled by a leaping 
spark, and thereafter nourishes itself (341 b) 

Nevertheless, Plato wrote dialogues all his life, taking astonishing pains m·er their 
intricate construction. He cannot therefore ha,·e thought them superfluous or trivial, despite 
his recognition of their necessary limits. By all normal standards of truth-telling coherence 
the dialogues are manifestly deranged; my task now is to address the partly hidden method in 
their apparent madness. 

PHILOSOPHY IN THE IRONICAL MODE 

According to the reports of antiquity, Aristotle wrote Platonic-style dialogues in the 
earlier part of his career. They are, regrettably, lost-all the more regrettably, seeing that 

Cicero praised them as golden (though what else should we expect from someone \vho spent 
the greater part of his early years in the Academy teaching rhetoric?). What we ha,·e from 
Aristotle are documents that may reasonably be thought of as treatises or at least notes to 

treatise-like expositions. As it happens, there is nothing in the Aristotelian corpus as we 
have it that can confidently be taken as published "\vriting in the manner of Plato's dialogues 

and it is certainly the case that much of what we do have presents an aporetic, tentative, less 
than declarative face. Even so, and with all due allmvance for hints at even Aristotelian 

indirection in what seem to be far more straightforward texts, the Aristotelian writings bear 

witness through much of their bulk to an expository, more recognizably academic style of 
philosophical speech than the baffling Platonic form. The comparison shO\vs that Plato 

perfectly well understood what it would mean to write philosophy in that more 

straightforward mode-and that Aristotle kne\v perfectly well \Vhat it would mean to write in 
the ironic, self-deprecating dialogical mode. In neither case, then, is the form a stylistic quirk 
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or an historically dictated necessity. Moreo,·er, for both Aristotle and Plato it was a 

conscious decision to write at all, since Socrates, just as self-consciously did not. 

DIALOGUE YS. TREATISE. What is at stake in this stylistic difference between 
dialogue and treatise? At first glance, the Aristotelian style of telling, philosophical speeches 
gives one reliably direct ways of talking about and thinking about the ordered, eidetic 
structure of things, both human and non-human. E\Tn if one accepts none of his specific 
metaphysical results or if one prefers to emphasize the open-ended, aporetic character of 
certain of his inquiries, Aristotle's noetic tools and categories have proven themseh·es of 

permanent worth. The notions of substance, essence & accident, form & matter, actuality & 

potentiality, together with Aristotle's interpretative specifications of aitia, arche, kinesis, p!Jche, 
phronesis, epzsteme, and praxis are all ingenious and Yirtually indispensable devices for anyone 
interested in the peculiar business of philosophical articulation. Aristotle's insights 
constitute a huge fraction of our philosophical patrimony, and amount to a legacy we should 

receive \Vith both gratitude and respect. While at least equally deserving of gratitude and 
respect, Plato's ironic form of philosophical telling does not emphasize in the same way the 
ordered structures that may be seen and understood. Rather, Plato points to \Vhat it is like to 

be seeing structure, what it is like to be moved by truth, to be astonished by beauty, to aim at 
and hope for the good. Not only that, Plato also indicates the manifold \Vays in \vhich 
human beings variously fail and fall short in their attempts to be knowing and wise. 
Actuality and achievement rule in Aristotle's philosophic art, eros and lack in Plato's. The 
one emphasizes what may be understood, the other the fragile, unsteady soul that does the 
understanding. Aristotle is thus the philosopher of detachment, Plato the philosopher of 
integrity. Correspondingly, the danger of Platonic philosophizing is self-obsession and the 
narcissism of intelligent desire, while the danger of Aristotelian philosophizing is self
forgetfulness and the indulgence of theoretical hubris. Strange as it may seem, although 
Aristotelian exposition puts a premium on truth-telling, in the end it is more guarded. 
Aristotle tends to suppress the erotic, the madness of self-transcendence and the nuances of 

self-knowledge. In particular, he muffles what is dangerous about philosophy, whereas Plato 
is comparatinly open about it. Aristotle prm·ides many theoretical insights for which one 
can be very thankful, yet it is \VOrth recalling that on the death of Alexander he had to flee 
Athens, pursued by an indictment for impiety. For help in understanding that disturbing 
fact, one will find more extensive guidance in Plato. 

In distinguishing an eidetic emphasis from an erotic one, I do not mean to say that 
the two modes are rigidly correlated with dialogues and treatises, as if Plato never really 

presented a philosophical idea or Aristotle never worried about the integrity of thinker and 

thought. Platonic dialogues can in places be as expository as Aristotelian treatises can in 
places be ironic and full of finesse. Both modes have their relative purposes and merits. 
Sometimes, one is simply ready to hear an idea, to be told how it is \vith things, to be shown 

where the joints of the world are. At other times, and for different reasons on different 

occasions, one needs to understand the circumstances of such truth-telling. "Aristotelians" 
and "Platonists" have quarreled over these matters for centuries and \vill, doubtless, brawl 

for centuries more. As a matter of temperament, different human beings find themseh·es 
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favouring one emphasis rather than the other, but both dialogue and exposition are equally 
flexible in the hands of masters. In fact, I am quite sure that philosophic masters need to be 
masters of both. Let me just state then that masterful philosophical articulation, in thought 

or in speech, requires equal command of \Vhat I shall call eiddics and erotics. As just 
suggested, eidetics correspond to the objects of contemplation, the intelligible nature, 
structure, and wholeness of things. The dimension of erotics includes how the soul is 
disposed to think and to act, and how responsible it remains to itself and its conditions as it 
engages both. As it happens, i.e., just as a matter of historical fact, the artful irony of Plato's 

dialogues as we have them communicates far more about philosophical eros-and its 
failings-in relation to the truth than do the Aristotelian writings we have. No doubt 
Aristotle could have told us more, and has probably told us more than is usually realized, but 

I think that the matter of fact rests on a matter of principle, namely, that Platonic dialogue is 
truer to the manifold needs and realization of lucid, philosophical existence. In particular, it 

is Platonic dialogue that can more reliably save us from ourselves, since it is \vith respect to 
the erotic dimension of human endeavour that \Ve keep getting in our own way, that we are 
the originating sources of our O\Vn unnecessary wanderings and corruption. Eidetics tend, in 
comparison though by no means mindlessly, to take care of themseh-es--one sign of \vhich 
is that they're more teachable. 

ORIGINS OF IRO:t\TJ:'. Plato hides, though not with complete invisibility, behind his 
characters. Chief among them is a character, namely Socrates, not only notorious among his 
fellow players for his irony but plainly to us his spectators coy, manipulative, and far from 
even-handed. Taking courage from the apparent straightforwardness of Aristotelian 

exposition, we can hardly forbear an exasperated cry: Why all the fuss? Why the teasing, not 
to say irritating indirection? What prevents philosophy from speaking forthrightly, from 
saying all she means? Must philosophy ahvays play false, or perhaps play games, with our 
truth-telling hopes and ambitions? In short: what, if anything, calls for Platonic irony? If we 
cannot answer such questions, then Plato can be left to his idiosyncratic, sibylline whimsies. 
Unsurprisingly, the dialogues themselves furnish many clues to a more generous 
understanding. Gi\Tn that writing dialogues cannot be all there is to the philosophical life, it 
\Vill be helpful to consider such writing in light of that li"\·ing \Vhole. As I read the dialogues, 

actual philosophical life has four principal domains of responsibility: work, pedagogy, 
guardianship, and civics. By work I mean master-work, the full, unimpeded realization of 

philosophical insight. By pedagogy I mean the husbandry of potential and apprentice 
philosophers. By guardianship I mean the preservation of philosophy against both external 

assault and internal corruption. By civics I mean philosophy's citizenly life and duty within 
the larger human community that gives it birth. All four domains suggest good reasons for 

philosophical indirection, for less than unqualified truth-telling, though I shall not here be 
able to pay full attention to them all. 

The most common initial excuse offered for Platonic irony, for \vhy the dialogues 

seem so ugly and manipulative and confusing, appeals to pedagogy, to the requirements, as it 
is commonly formulated, of getting readers to think for themselves. Certainly, in any 

worthwhile education and a fortiori any philosophical education, mere instruction is not 
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sufficient for understanding. Instruction alone leaves us, as Nietzsche put it, with a bellyful 
of undigested knowledge-stones; enough to calm our hunger for a while perhaps, yet 
ultimately unable to nourish and satisfy. To the extent, therefore, that the dialogues aim at 
guiding and training potential philosophers, it can safely be expected that they do more than 
instruct, that they challenge when we get lazy, inspire when we are daunted, and that they 
somehow aid proper noetic digestion. As usually understood, however, this encouragement 
"to think for oneself'' is interpreted as the development of critical thinking skills, skills that 
may permit you to grind down those knowledge-stones but which do nothing to help you 
assimilate whatever truth they may have contained. One must also be wary of supposing that 
such pedagogical aims, even when understood in the best sense, exhaust the possible reasons 
for dialogical irony, that teaching determines the boundary of Plato's communicative intent. 
It does not. 

There is another, deeper difficulty with the idea of thinking for oneself. Namely, 
that everyone already does; it's part of the problem, not the solution. To quote from 
Herakleitos once more: "though the logos is common, the many live supposing themselves 
to have a special understanding" (Frag. 2). At the most important level, then, irony or 
stimulating indirection is a proper part of philosophical pedagogy not so much because 
young learners need tricky help with the hard work of assimilation-which they certainly 
do-but because we human knowers are constantly prone to collapse into that state of 
consciousness Hegel identified as self-certainty. Once in such a state, we can usually only be 
levered out again with well-meaning, i.e., noble, lies. Being in the know, the natural 
condition of the human soul, is so obviously our greatest adaptive advantage that we keep 
getting entranced by partial realizations of our wonderful capacity, we keep generalizing our 
local insights into global wisdoms. But how is such self-satisfied conviction to be moved, 
led out of itself, educated? How does one come to recognize that one does not know? 
Hegel's dialectic, to the extent that it may be thought of as containing a pedagogical response 
to the problem, is a logical bludgeoning that has turned out to be all but useless, except in 
the case of a uniquely motivated not to say perverse few. Socrates, in contrast, seduces many 
a complacent soul-though not every one--out of its proclivity to noetic self-satisfaction 
with all manner of charms and deceits, as does Plato in tum at another level of refinement. 
The essential psychagogical trick in most cases is to make the higher truth look somehow 
attractive within the perspective of the lower, more confined horizon. Plato's Eleatic 
Stranger classifies such tricks as belonging to that species of the image-making art that works 
with phantoms (fantastics) rather than with likenesses (eikastics). The distinction is made in 
a dialogue entitled Sophist (236c). 

Philosophy's strictly educative concerns, however, have definite limits, since not 
every soul is capable of fully realizing her promise. We moderns do not like to hear things 
like this, partly because we tend to think that reason ought by and large to be perfectible by 
methods universally available to all and partly because we hate to think that possibilities are 
limited or that freedom alone might not suffice for realizing the good. Plato is more hard
headed. Serious attraction to philosophy is no guarantee at all of its fulfillment, as may be 
seen, for example, in Apollodorus of the Symposi11m, who was at least wise enough to know 
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this fact about himself. Furthermore, while Socrates will converse with whoever comes his 
way, he does not undertake to teach everyone. Some souls he passes on to others, often 
guided by the admonitions of his daimonion, his "divine sign." His daimonion, of 
course-his little daimonic thing-is an inflection of the daimon eros, in whose affairs he is 
expert. So Socrates will sometimes help and sometimes tum aside those who will never be 
able to manage all that philosophy requires. As with most serous matters, it is a risk-y sort of 
discrimination, easily incurring public odium. In Socrates' case, that risk is the essential 
meaning of the historical accident that wrapped his erotic daimonion up into the civic charge 
of impiety, of importing new-fangled gods, an innovation partly responsible for his 
execution. As a final point it needs to be noted that infatuations with philosophy are not 
always so benign as Apollodorus's. The tyrannical ambitions of Alkibiades and Kritias, for 
example, both gifted intellectually, were blamed on their association with Socrates, while 
Plato's Seventh Letter--from which I have already quoted--exists principally on account of 
the havoc wreaked on philosophy's public, indeed international, reputation by Dionysius the 
Younger, Tyrant of Syracuse, in his efforts to make Plato's wisdom his own. 

My guiding question is whether or to what extent the irritating indirection of Platonic 
dialogue can be understood as exercising philosophical responsibility. The particular 
demands of teaching provide some plausible grounds, but there are others. Some of these 
are rather easy to overlook, once inside the comforts provided by contemporary academic 
freedoms. But not only are those freedoms hard-won and in need of constant maintenance 
(a task for which philosophy, in virtue of its disciplinary competence regarding the relation 
of theory to practice, is the proper guardian), neither is peace the uniform condition within 
our necessarily parasitic Republic of Letters. Academic politics is notorious for its pettiness 
and intolerance-itself a hardly accidental fact-but more significant are the manifold 
theoretical disputes over demarcation, hierarchy, and methodology across and between the 
various disciplines. Regarding these foundational and procedural reflections, philosophy's 
competence and even presence is held in deep suspicion by the positive disciplines. Within 
the so-called university, faction it would seem is the norm-no matter what ideals one might 
pref er or hope to see there. 

Not everyone can be fully philosophical, you might think that's a shame; not 
everyone wants to be philosophical; well, that's their choice; but not everyone wants 
philosophy around. That's dangerous. Hence the need for what I called philosophical 
guardianship. Both philosophy and what is philosophically best in all of us cannot rely on 
being left alone. In either the personal or the political case, there are several intrusive 
challenges to philosophy's well-being within its larger community: the psychic community of 
manifold desires on the one hand; the civic community of individual agents on the other. 
The fights in both cases depend on a hunger fo~ wisdom. The Platonic dialogues emphasize 
two main sources of intrusive challenge, and though I shall discuss them mostly in terms of 
the civic paradigm, the Rep1Jb!ic's own brilliant likeness of city to soul should keep the psychic 
paradigm equally in mind. According to Plato's dialogical imagery, then, the challenges come 
(1) from the other men of logoi, of whom the two main classes are poets and sophists, and 
(2) from the men of the city, who share with philosophy an ambition for the noble but 
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disagree on the location of its highest form. The latter challenge also has two arms: that 
philosophy subverts decent, conventional politics (Anytus, Kleitophon), and that philosophy 
is adolescent, laughable, and unmanly (Kallikles, Thrasymachus). Adeimantus, who stands 
for what is necessary and best within the large yet still limited horizon of the city, bluntly 
restates these two accusations in the middle of the Rep11blic: philosophers are either useless or 
depraved. They therefore deserve no place in human community, let alone to be enthroned 
as its only competent kings. Perhaps the clearest overall Platonic symbol of the political 
challenge is the dialogue entitled Socrates' Defense Speech, while an emblem for the challenge 
from the men of logoi may be found in that gigantomachy mentioned in the Sophist, that 
never-ending battle between the hard-headed, aggressive "motion men"-whose general, so 
we learn in the Theaetet11s, is Homer-and the gentler, more generous "friends of the forms." 

Plato's implied account of the nature and grounds of these several challenges, I 
cannot examine in detail here but it is, I think, tolerably clear that the predicaments are, in all 
cases, serious and abiding ones. Astute Protagorean prudence, Hippian technical 
competence, and effective Gorgian rhetoric all seem far more beneficial-both in 
themselves and certainly to their practitioners-than Socratic elenchus could ever be. 
Socrates' wisdom appears only to numb people and make them angry or unhappy. Homer, 
Sophocles, and Aristophanes all seem more inspiring and companionable than philosophy's 
austere explanations and deflations, from which the gods are missing and in which, if the 
divine be mentioned at all, it seems aloof and indifferent to human concerns. Too much 
talk, and talk for talking's sake are indeed shameful and unmanly, while delving too deeply 
into the origins of things does indeed run risk of undermining civic loyalty, familial respect, 
and even the self-confidence that is a necessary condition for any worthwhile deed. All these 
tensions have a symbolic focus in that disturbing scenario at the end of the Rep11blic's most 
memorable image: the philosopher returning to the Cave would be set upon and killed by 
those still shackled there, if they could get hold of him. Their opinions are not so true as 
they imagine them to be, formed as they are by the shadows cast from artifacts and statues 
of real things carried above and behind them by poets, sophists, and politicians, and they 
would react with hostile fear if they knew. Yet the lesson is not that the Cave-dwellers are all 
contemptibly ignorant and wicked; it is that pure wisdom is unbearable to the incompletely 
enlightened soul. I say "incompletely enlightened" because too bright a light is unbearable, 
only to those who can already see. There is both a fire and muted daylight in Plato's Cave. 
Athens that prided itself on its freedom of discourse, its accomplishment in tragedy and its 
welcome to the sophists, nonetheless executed Socrates and indicted Aristotle. Philosophy 
cannot be an unqualified human good, because it is not unqualifiedly safe to tell the truth. 
We all know this already. Frankness is a gift and honour reserved for close friends, and even 
there it's difficult. Nor should we be surprised to learn that the truth is dangerous, if-as we 
hear so often-that knowledge is power. Socrates let himself be executed to vivify these 
sorts of unsettling facts for all thoughtful souls to come, knowing that Plato was there to 
write about it in a way that would keep the recognition safe within the memory of 
subsequent generations. 
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The several differences between what is philosophical and what is not are none of 
them merely qualitative; they are fraught with threat and anxiety of an order that civility 
alone cannot control because their roots lie deeper than the city. Furthermore, Plato's 
sustained attention to the various assaults on philosophy suggests that none are to be 
regarded as accidental, that there are good if incomplete reasons why philosophy should 
suffer from them and it is therefore incumbent upon those pursuing her to understand the 
justice within such fates. To the extent that the assaults are not accidental, the need for 
irony in dealing with them is more than politic accommodation. Philosophy needs to make a 
peace with politics and poetry, with the healthy decency of civic life and with the consoling 
charms of comedy and tragedy, but such peace is at best a very unstable friendship of 
unequals. Moreover, the instability is reproduced within the individual soul as well. Each of 
us must make his uneasy peace both with the needs of practical life and with the 
enchantments of art, if we are to live as thoughtfully as possible. The ironical Socrates in 
Plato's ironical dialogues can be seen constantly negotiating these inequalities and their 
attendant dangers. Budding philosophers can be thankful for the tips. 

Guardianship and pedagogy deal, respectively, with the privations and the potentials 
of philosophizing. Actual or fully-fledged philosophizing remaius. Insofar as irony entails in 
some sense a playing false, it might seem that irony could at best be only conducive to and 
never constitutive of philosophy's focal activity-which might for the moment be 
characterized as consorting with the truth. Yet irony belongs here too, I think, at the heart 
of philosophy's defining concern. 

Philosophical account-giving or truth-telling has to be ironical to the extent that what 
philosophy is obliged to mean cannot in principle be given all at once. Philosophical 
comprehensiveness entails primacy, universality, and lucidity, i.e., its truth-telling must be a 
self-illuminated knowledge of ultimate principles in relation to what is. Among other things, 
this implies that any philosophical account aims at simultaneous knowledge of the 
conditions that make possible and justify its thematic claims; it must not only tell the truth, 
but somehow also tell the truth of its telling as well. These conditions for the possibility of a 
speech, however, cannot be given along with the content of the speech-at least not in the 
same, linear, thematic way. Hence the logical necessity for a two-faced mode of speaking: 
one aspect to declare what one wants to say, the other aspect to show that one knows 
exactly how and why one can say it. Such a two-faced mode of speech is properly called 
ironic because it cannot state all that it means at once, though it is not thereby prevented 
from evoking the wholeness of the understanding it articulates--on the condition, that is, of 
a generous listener with an eye for reading between the lines. Failure to appreciate that 
philosophy requires at least this sort of irony easily leads to measuring its discourse by a 
mathematical standard, since the latter is a reasonable measure for interim, though never for 
primary, insightfulness. Similar failures have also been responsible for many a foolish trek 
across the transcendental desert in search of presuppositionless beginnings. One further 
consequence is that philosophical speech, because both primary and comprehensive, cannot 
be univocal in principle. This is the deep ground of philosophy's ancient quarrel with poetry 
and why metaphorical speech is so emphatically integral to the texture of Plato's dialogues. 
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I have just argued that fundamental speech, and this would be in whatever situation we 
find ourselves moved to give it, has to be two-faced. It follows that univocal speech-i.e., 
the speech that gives the appearance of managing to say all that it means-is not only 
secondary but also contingent upon that primary equivocation. Univocal speech is therefore 
radically unstable, bounded and made possible in its qualified way by a tacit agreement not to 
press inquiry beyond a certain point. Part of our human experience of this fact is the 
disturbing discovery that plausible arguments can apparently be made on both sides for 
virtually anything-the so-called dissoi logoi of the ancient sophists-and that almost no one 
is ever persuaded by rational, i.e., purely univocal, words alone. In the absence of 
philosophy or fundamental speech, any assertoric stand thus depends as much on the will to 
maintain it, on agreement to abide by the axioms that make it possible, as it does on the 
content of those axioms themselves. Perversely, then, it becomes possible to take a stand in 
words without the corresponding insight and so too without the corresponding resolve or 
choice that deemed the axiom worthy--or, rather, one takes a stand with an alternative, 
unspoken resolve. That's why Aristotle said that the difference between the sophist and 
philosopher lies in their resolve, their proairesis, not in the arguments they give. Yet note that 
even philosophy cannot logically repair the breach caused by any such willful detachment of 
speech from the soul's orientation and insight. In other words, philosophy cannot in words 
alone compel the sophist to come out of hiding. This is an important lesson of Plato's 
Sophist and it is also the reason Thrasymachus blushed. That is, Thrasymachus eventually 
had to betray his sophistry once he had committed himself to the theoretical probity of 
"precise speech." It was a noble and educative blunder. In sum, therefore, human logoi can 
never by themselves reveal the soul that makes them-and so we must pay as much 
attention as we can to deeds as well. One of the most important resources of Platonic 
dialogue is, I suggest, their ability to let us see how speeches are anchored in a soul's resolve, 
despite the fact that a soul's true love cannot in principle be deduced from the things it says. 

TRANSITION. Philosophical insight depends on a complex of conditions, both 
extrinsic and intrinsic, to which I have pointed under the topics of work, pedagogy, 
guardianship, and civics. In their light, I have sketched several ways in which irony is native 
to how philosophy must deal with what is non-philosophical, with what is potentially 
philosophical, and with the truth itself. Unlike Athena, human wisdom does not actually 
spring fully formed from the head of Zeus-though what the myth means to say is that 
wisdom, once she has arisen, cannot be fully explained in terms of genealogy alone. Also 
unlike Athena, human wisdom has no nectar and ambrosia with which to fortify itself against 
the many forms of mortal decay. This means that no matter how like a goddess, pure 
theorizing on its own is by definition irresponsible. It also follows that no part of erotics can 
be set aside on the plausible yet mistaken grounds that eidetics are philosophy's only proper 
concern. Socrates' erotic science may be shady and ironic, yet it nevertheless belongs to 
philosophical life quite as essentially the rest. With this granted, however, it will always 
remain to consider when and to what extent one need or ought to talk out loud about such 
things. I accept, therefore, that my entire speech, no matter how correct it may be, remains 
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vulnerable to being judged either tactless, or trivial-to the extent that it does not emphasize 
eidetic content. 

WHY PLATO WROTE DIALOGUES 

Philosophical truth-telling,. the sustaining activity of philosophical life, has to be two
faced. Hegel's impressive dialectical logic is a concerted effort to smooth out this 
acknowledged need for irony, an attempt to resolve self-illuminating insight into a special 
sort of discursive linearity, into a proof that manages to demonstrate its axioms as it deduces 
its theorems. His experiment in philosophical discourse is weak, however, on two main 
counts. First, the logic of Hegel's proof is in the end not as methodical as hoped for, indeed 
required. Ingenuity is still needed in order to make the crucial transitions, an ingenuity that 
Hegel from time to time facilitates with quite remarkable philosophical poetry. A further 
sign of this same weakness is his embarrassment over giving introductions, which he knows 
he should not in all strictness use but which he writes anyway. Moreover, since the 
introductions are where Hegel encodes the suppressed erotics of his philosophic art, i.e., 
what he means to be doing as a man here and now in love with philosophy, that's exactly 
\vhy everyone finds them so intriguing and often more interesting than what follows. Plato 
avoids the dialectical inconsistency of such introductions, remaining truer to Hegel's own 
insight that philosophy cannot ever in principle begin to prove itself, that it cannot put itself 
on trial before the tribunal over which it presides as judge. Perhaps Hegelian dialectic comes 
as dose as philosophical discourse ever can to an exhaustive, rationally systematic, univocal 
self-explicitation. The question, though, is when or whether we really need such a thing. 
Plato wrote a defense speech for philosophy, but he quite deliberately named it after 
Socrates, not himself. The second major weakness of Hegelian dialectic is it's being so 
forbidding and dull. This is an important criticism. It says that Hegel's philosophy by and 
large fails, as I noted earlier, to seduce, fails to enflame theoretical eros, fails sufficiently to 
help us make insight our own. Platonic dialogue, in contrast, is remarkably seductive-the 
unattractive patches notwithstanding. In fact, part of its seductiveness is to make itself 
confusing and exciting by turns, whereas Hegelian dialectic plods along in the same old 
difficult way page after page. Knowing that Plato can be wonderfully lucid and inspiring 
from time to time, forces the reader to seek a reason and so too a meaning for the times 
when the text is experienced differently. There is nothing more inspiring than the suspicion 
of a hidden life, 1me vie inconnue, half-hidden depths in which we might swim if only we can 
prove strong enough. 

Platonic dialogue is a complex three-dimensional speech, rather than a linear, 
discursive one. Its axes are drama, argument, and character, all three of which follow their 
independent but mutually interpenetrating logics. Take book one of the Republic. Why does 
Polemarchus interrupt? How does his account of justice follow up on the account his 
father, Cephalus, seemed to give? What is the relationship between Polemarchus and 
Cephalus? Who is the better man and why? What things seems good and best to 
Polemarchus? What things most noble? What is there in a man like Polemarchus that 
inclines him to think of justice and friendship in the way he does? H ow exactly did he get 
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talked into agreeing that justice is trivial and base? Are his mistakes consistent with the 
partial goods for which he stands? What do Socrates' examples tell us about Polemarchus's 
mistakes? What is Socrates trying to do for Polemarchus? To what extent, if any, is he 
successful? Why does he care about Polemarchus at all? Why does Socrates argue so 
fallaciously in proving that justice does no injury? What did he understand about 
Polemarchus to know he could get away with the fallacy? Why is Polemarchus so 
enthusiastic in his final agreement to be a "partner in battle" with Socrates? How does all 
this relate to Polemarchus's action at the very beginning, when he waylays Socrates and 
Glaucon? How does it fit with his later interruption, in book five, when he objects to 
women and children in common? What is Plato showing 11s about the limits of 
Polemarchus's understanding of justice? About its merits? Why is Polemarchus there, 
between Cephalus and Thrasymachus? And so on. Not until you have some reasonable 
answer to all of these sorts questions, and scores besides, can you have begun to understand 
Plato's meaning, his logos, in these four or five pages. You need to become proficient in a 
multivariable calculus that simultaneously integrates along the three dimensions of drama, 
argument, and character to produce a shimmering hologram of meaning. This dimensional 
complexity allows the dialogue to mean more than what it says in its arguments and to reveal 
more than its narrative depicts. It opens up a maximum of triangulation between uncertain 
souls and their shifty speeches. 

Aporia, then, is superficial. It belongs to only one or two of the relevant dimensions 
and is therefore only an aspect of the whole. The characters may be in perplexity, and 
maybe the reader is too, but Plato is not. His pictures of perplexity are too finely drawn to 
be themselves expressions of the depicted anxieties; they are too precisely located and 
elaborated not to be the subject of a higher-order interpretation. What foolishness would 
impel Ol!JOne to spell out ignorance and error so intricately, and with such great pains at so 
great a cost of time, if he did not have a view of what they meant? For all the reasons 
examined above Plato conveys his interpretations obliquely, but that does not mean the 
dialogues bear out no logos. On the other hand, Plato's logos is a delicate and subtle thing, 
not easily separable from the theatre it animates. It is a sure sign of having failed to 
understand Plato fully when one is forced to leave or dismiss any single part of the dialogue 
as incidental, as wrapping, as form rather than content. Plato does not dress up otherwise 
independent, philosophically sober propositions in gaudy, entertaining dramatic garb, as if 
through some aesthetic quirk he liked to do it that way. There is indeed the thing that he 
means to say, but it is not captured by the naked propositional bodies you might take to be 
under the theatrical fancy-dress. As I have just indicated, for example, the philosophical 
meaning of Polemarchus is more than the partially correct proposition that justice is doing 
good to friends and harm to enemies. Among other things, he casts significant light on how 
and why the proper discipline of spiritedness is integral to philosophy, and why friendship is 
the soul of justice. Quite in accord with a principle Socrates announces in the Phaedms, 
everything in the dialogue is meaningful and everything serves the overall meaning Plato 
would communicate. 
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This raises yet another matter of philosophical tact. According to what I have just 
said, it should be possible to spell out Plato's meaning in non-dramatic terms. To be a 
correct translation, part of such an exposition would have to be ironical and it would have to 
encompass at least the sense of all the implied erotic elements as well as the eidetic ones. 
Nothing obvious prevents such a gloss, yet even if correct, it remains to ask whether such a 
flattened out account could do all or even much of the work Plato intended and which the 
dialogues have, in fact, done and continue to do. The answer would have to be, I think, no. 
In one sense, Ideas-by which I mean the fundamental an:hai and intelligible structure of all 
things-are just not a problem; the predicament is that human souls for the most part fail to 
be ruled by them. That's something no amount of theory can fix. 

I asked the question: what, if anything, calls for the strangeness of Plato's dialogues, 
what could justify their indirection? A natural instinct, on first hearing such a question, is to 
look for reasons that might force or compel the response, reasons why things could not be 
done in any other way. In the present case, however, the instinct is misleading. The serious 
grounds for Platonic indirection I have considered do not, I think, necessitate the dialogue 
form. Without being necessitated, however, Plato's dialogues are a beautifully effective 
response to the many things philosophy always finds needing to be done. In my own view, 
they are the most beautifully effective response we have yet witnessed. 

A beautiful, noble, and effective response to abiding necessities is certainly grounds 
for praise, but this is not all there is to admire. By the ambiguous testimony of his letters 
and by the seamless consistency of his dialogical irony, Plato could not have been writing as 
an intellectual to express his thoughts or as a scientist to circulate his results. Perhaps it is 
hard to imagine there could be any reason for writing left, besides vanity or madness. Yet, 
Plato worked at something, and no one has ever doubted, despite the derangement and 
indirection of the texts, that they are all somehow for the sake of philosophy. I add: for the 
sake of keeping philosophy alive and well. Plato wrote for the love and care of philosophy, 
for its realization and well-being in living souls as well as in real cities. He saw clearly in 
what senses its husbandry, preservation, defense, and even its central truth-telling activity 
called for-though without necessitating-something like his two-faced books. Among 
other things, he aimed at philosophy's survival as a cultural entity in the tradition we think of 
as Western civilization. In this he was successful. Unbelievably successful, as may be seen in 
the fact that two-and-a-half thousand years later: here we all are, still vitally interested in what 
Plato had to communicate, in what a man like Plato understood the life of wisdom to be. 
Moreover, we keep being affected by his enigmatic communication, both directly as we study 
and through myriad historical reverberations at work behind the scenes of our own present 
educations. Even after all this time, we keep taking good things away from his amazing gift. 
The dialogues, then, are the instruments of Plato's mega!opsuchia, the unhurried means of a 
rare but great and noble deed, the sort of deed yearned for by all men of the highest human 
excellence. Plato's great-souled project was to create the real, on-going world in which we 
are all now able to carry on with philosophy; he cleared the space, he gave the laws, he holds 
up the firmament. 
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As a great-souled man, all honour and praise are Plato's due but we cannot expect 
him to be impressed by such external rewards. His ambition was for a deed large, beautiful, 
and impressive in itself. The reward for such deeds is the overwhelming pleasure of actually 
doing them, though that too is hardly the central reason for which they are undertaken. No 
great-souled deed can be great, if it cannot be described in terms of a single-minded 
devotion that transcends selfish purpose. Yet it does not follow from this that devotion to 
such an end is purely selfless. The great-souled man is himself fi1!filled by his devotion to 
what transcends ordinary ambition. Thus, Plato wrote not only for others. He also wrote 
for the love and care of philosophy in regard to himself, in regard to his own glories and 
satisfactions as a wise, superior, and fortunate man. He also wrote his dialogues as an 
exhibition of prowess, and for the sake of joy in the exhilarating exercise of his own powers 
and command. In the end, Plato wrote dialogues for the same reason God created the 
world: because he co11/d. No one, absolutely no one, has come anywhere near matching him 
since. 
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